Annex 7 - Example of Communications
Monday 11th May 2015
Some of the review team travelled on Eurostar train 9149 from Lille (1736 CT)
to London, due at St Pancras at 1806 (BST).
Although, as we later learnt, an incident had been causing delays in the
Channel Tunnel since 1557 BST, there was no warning at Lille or before
Calais of any possible delay.
At 1710 BST we stopped on the through track at Calais Frethun. The Train
Manager announced there would be a delay of 20 minutes, “waiting
authorisation to enter the Channel Tunnel”. At 1720 BST the train crawled
slowly towards the tunnel portal.
At 1723 BST the Eurostar website was already predicting a 35 minute delay,
saying this was due to “infrastructure problems in the Eurotunnel”.

At 1740 BST the train entered the Channel Tunnel, using the running tunnel
north. Train Manager apologised for the delay and said he would give an
estimated time of arrival in London once we had left the tunnel. We proceeded
slowly through the tunnel, switching to the running tunnel south en route.

At 1812 BST the Eurostar website was continuing to predict a 35 minute
delay, because Eurostar were “blind” to the train’s slow progress through the
tunnel.

At 1814 BST Eurotunnel’s website was saying there are delays due to an
“incident”

At 1815 BST train 9149 left the Channel Tunnel. The Eurostar website quickly
updated to show a 52 minute delay. The Train Manager apologised, without
giving a reason for the delay, and predicted arrival at St Pancras at 1900
BST.

At 1825 BST The BBC are now tweeting the delays due to a “freight train
stopped in the tunnel”.

At 1825 Eurostar 9149 stops at Ashford International, as shown in the
screenshot below of the UK National Rail staff website, which collects real
time train running data from all possible sources. Note that, as with Eurostar’s
real time monitoring system, there is no data from the Channel Tunnel.

Eurotunnel twitter messages are also saying there is a “freight train stopped in
the tunnel”.

Eurotunnel’s website is saying there is an “incident in the Tunnel”.

Eurostar are saying the delays are due an “earlier failure of an Eurotunnel
shuttle”

At 1903 BST the Eurostar 9149 arrived at St Pancras International, 57
minutes late. There were crowds at the terminal waiting for arriving
passengers, all looking at the “arrivals screen”.

We later heard the following explanation from Eurostar (time altered to be
shown in BST to correspond to the rest of this appendix):
Incident occurred at 15:57: "A truck shuttle (7433) stopped in the interval 5"
It was not until 5:10 p.m. that we received more information from the on-call
officer of ET:
"We have an interval closed on the French side of the tunnel following the
detection of a hot box on a truck shuttle.
This shuttle wrong way now way (towards the French entrance to Eurotunnel)
and will reboard the detector within the next 10 minutes.
If it goes well, everything will return to normal at 18:00.
If there is a problem, re-opening will be much later in the evening."
The incident effectively ended at 18:16 but we suffered the direct impact of
this incident until 20h (CT) and the indirect impacts until the end of the day
including the reusing of trains (eg the Eurostar 9054 (SPI 20:01 / PNO 23:35):
+35’ ARR).
13 trains were delayed for between 3 and 57 minutes.
In total we observed four explanations for the simple delay as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

An incident
Infrastructure problems
A freight train stopped in the tunnel
The failure of a Eurotunnel shuttle

It was interesting to note that on this day there were catenary problems in
both the UK and France that the review team were caught up in. For
comparison here are the passenger communications for both incidents –
Tamworth (UK) and Paris-Nord (France).

